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Welcome...
From Lucy Martin, Southend in Sight’s
Chief Executive: photo right.
As we are approaching the end of the year,
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supporting eight visually impaired people to
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alongside visually impaired people to fully meet their
And
we end the year on a high with the news
needs.

that our lady bowlers
are national champions! We are so proud of them all.
With very best wishes

With very best wishes for a peaceful Christmas and a happy and
healthy new year.
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News and Events
Written by Catherine Hodgson, Community Fundraiser.
At Southend in Sight our mission is to provide help, advice and support for
all ages. With this in mind, we have expanded the activities we have on
offer to include more for our younger, working age groups. In 2020 we are
excited to be launching our new children's services which will include some
events for young adults and children.
There really is no stopping
our working age VIPs as
they are keen to try their
hand at more and more
ambitious activities! Anne
and Clare (pictured right)
tried
sailing
with
the
Sailability
Project
for
disabled people based at
Hanningfield
Reservoir
back in the summer. The
female duo tested out the
facilities to see how they
suited the visually impaired with the view to others taking part in the future.
The pair said “We had a fabulous experience in the fresh air and open
water and were welcomed into the sailing community. We cannot wait to
go back!”
We have organised two
successful pub meet ups for
our local VIPs. They provide
a great opportunity for
people to chat in a social
environment, as shown in
our picture on the right, and
to share stories, anxieties
and knowledge and form
friendships.
More
are
planned for next year.
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Make sure you check out the “What’s On” section of our website:
www.southendinsight.org.uk for further dates.
Our Young at Heart Club
continues to provide social
interaction for our older
members who can become
isolated in their own homes.
They have experienced a
whole programme of events
ranging from singers to
quizzes, armchair exercise,
speakers and fish and
chips.
Elsie and Anne
pictured
right
even
drummed along to tunes
from a local musician.
The club favourite to date was the visit from Earls Hall School. The local
school children sang songs and then chatted with our members while
passing around their homemade cakes. There wasn’t a dry eye in the
house by the end of the afternoon!
Our annual exhibition was a success
again with over 100 people visiting the
attending suppliers to test and view the
different equipment on offer. We were
delighted that so many new VIPs joined
us including some younger people and
their families. Our guest speaker, Lucy
Hodges MBE delighted our younger
audience in particular with her stories of
determination in overcoming barriers to
become a successful and decorated
sailor. Lucy Hodges is pictured right
showing off her latest gold medal with
Stephanie Cooper, Vice Chair of our
Trustees and Lucy Martin, Southend in
Sight's Chief Executive.
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Lucy is a very inspiring local lady who has not only won countless gold
medals with the British Blind Sailing fleet but has also started a new
business mentoring children around the country.
Southend in Sight has always marked World Sight Day on the second
Thursday of October and this year was no exception. Together with the
Lions Club of Southend we met the Mayor of Southend Councillor John
Lamb and his wife Pat at the Southend Sainsbury's store. The Mayor was
guided around the supermarket
in a blindfold to experience what
it is like to shop as a visually
impaired person. He is pictured
right with the Sainsbury's store
Manager and Southend Lion
Nigel Folkard using a white cane.
Councillor Lamb found the visit
very humbling and Pat was
interested in the help that we can
offer at our Centre.
Our
volunteers
spoke
to
local
shoppers and collected over
£120 in just a few hours.

We are keen to expand our reach in the local community with talks
and workshops so we have begun by running a lesson with Year 9s at
Thorpe Hall School. They took part in guiding training along their
corridors and tested out some of the equipment we have on offer
at our Centre including talking clocks
and watches and
liquid level
indicators – which proved quite a hit!
The young people were most
interested in the “Eyeware” technology
(pictured right) which involves slotting
your mobile phone into some
“goggles” and watching a programme
that shows what it is like to experience
eye conditions “live”. Whilst they found
the lesson fun and informative, the pupils all said they had learnt a lot
about what it is like to live with sight loss day to day.
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You have to laugh...
Written by Clare McLewin, Member and Trustee.
There’s nothing funny about sight loss…
Or is there?
Sight loss is certainly a serious matter, but living with it doesn’t have to
be!
This article is compiled of anecdotes, kindly provided by our members
who simply want to reassure others that approaching daily life with a
sense of humour can make potentially awkward situations easier to
bear!
Knowing the difference between items around the home is a constant
challenge for VIPs, and just when you think you’re safe and don’t have
to add bump-ons or big labels to everything, life often produces an
interesting twist…!
“Fancying a sandwich for my lunch, I
settled on an old favourite, “Cheese
and Pickle” (pictured right).
Feeling quite pleased with my kitchen
skills, I had successfully negotiated
knife, bread and cheese, all without
needing to inconvenience the local
hospital!
Settling down to enjoy the fruits of my labour – it was certainly “fruit”
that I tasted.
On closer inspection, it turns out that I had topped my cheese with
strawberry jam, instead of my intended pickle.
A taste combination that I won’t forget, although I’m thinking of
releasing a book of recipes in time for next Christmas!”
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Being visually impaired, we all experience those moments where our
“blunders” occur more publically. These can be embarrassing at times,
but cracking a smile and seeing the funny side if possible, can help to
diffuse these situations.
“Having now lost most of my sight, travel around town can be a bit of a
challenge, but on this particular day, it brought an unexpected surprise
– and not just for me!
I had made it to the correct bus-stop in a very busy area. I had
managed to hail the correct bus and produce the correct pass – things
were going well!
From the noise around me, I could tell that the bus was quite busy, so I
made my way along the aisle to find a seat.
Feeling my way from handrail to handrail, I found myself a seat and
reached down to judge the distance for me to sit. I felt the soft comfort
of the padded seat and patted it slightly, much to the amusement of
some of my fellow passengers.
I smiled and continued to pat the seat, until a deep voice exclaimed,
“Sorry, but that’s actually my leg that you are patting!”
Now I understood the amusement I had
caused to those around me. I laughed
with them and so did the gentleman
whose leg I had inadvertently fondled.
He moved for us to sit next to each other
and we shared a cheerful chat for the
rest of our journey.”
Maintaining a sense of humour can be
tough when life throws sight loss in your
direction, but we hope that by sharing
some of our “humorous” experiences,
it may help raise a smile from those who
have faced something similar. You are
not alone!
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A day in the life of an ECLO
Written by Tracey Meddle, ECLO.
I am the Eye Clinic Liaison Officer or ECLO
employed by Southend in Sight for the last year. I am
based in the Ophthalmology Department at Southend
Hospital where I work full time providing practical and
emotional support to patients, their families and
carers. I am the link between the medical team at the
Eye unit, Social Services and community support. I
am supported by the wonderful team at Southend in
Sight and in clinic by four fantastic volunteers, Sue,
Stephanie, Sarah and Maggie.
My role is extremely varied and no two days are the same. I meet many
inspirational people and thoroughly enjoy supporting patients from all
walks of life. Monday is Low Vision Clinic day - a busy day when I receive
numerous patient referrals from the medical team. Here is a snapshot of a
typical Monday...
The first patient is an elderly gentleman whose vision has recently
deteriorated and he meets the criteria to be registered as Severely Sight
Impaired. I complete the CVI application form including details of the
patient’s additional health needs i.e. hearing impairment, osteo-arthritis
and mobility difficulties. The patient is also the main carer for his wife who
has a dementia diagnosis. I mark the referral to Social Care as urgent as
the patient clearly requires an assessment and support.
The patient also misses being able to read his newspapers and books so I
tell him about Talking Newspapers and RNIB talking books. I provide
information about Southend Carers and the support they are able to
provide. I also tell him about Southend in Sight and all the help we can
offer at our Centre on Hamlet Court Road.
The next patient has macular disease and has been experiencing visual
hallucinations. She has never confided in anyone before because of fears
that they may think she had mental health issues. I reassure her that her
experiences are very common and that the hallucinations are known as
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Charles Bonnet Syndrome – we talk about this at length and I provide a
macular society leaflet explaining this in more detail and mention the local
Macular group. The patient is keen to contact them to find out more.
The next patient is struggling with aspects of daily living. I advise her
regarding the importance of effective lighting and good colour contrast. We
talk about small changes that can make all the difference e.g. using a
coloured chopping board on her white kitchen surfaces & painting the edge
of her garden step yellow to prevent her from tripping.
The next patient is anxious and reluctant to have his first injection. I am
able to reassure him that this is a quick and simple procedure. I mention
that I have observed this procedure and was amazed how quickly and
painless it was, indeed the patient did not know it had even been done!
A lady mentions how expensive the cost of a taxi to the Hospital is. I
mention Care Cars Hospital transport service run by volunteers. I advise
the charge is 50p a mile – the patient is very interested so I provide details
for her to access.
I liaise with a consultant regarding another patient who did not understand
their diagnosis. I call the gentleman back and provide addition information
regarding their condition.
Another patient has not heard from Social Services regarding a recent
referral. I call the Access team to inquire then call the patient back later
that day to update them. A further two CVI’s are completed and passed to
the admin team.
A nurse refers a tearful patient who has just received a diagnosis which
has left her shell shocked. I spend half an hour listening to her worries,
reassuring her and talking to her about her condition. The patient has
emotionally off loaded and feels exhausted. I agree to call her in a few
days to offer further advice about the support which is available.
I visit another patient on the ward who is in need of cheering up. One of
our volunteers pops in with a friendly smile and has a chat.
I receive a call from a Consultant on Benfleet ward asking for my support
with a patient who has had a stroke and has lost their vision in both eyes. I
agree to visit them that afternoon.
Goodness it’s 16.30! Where has the day gone? Home time. Another
busy and rewarding day. I will be back for another tomorrow….
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Wonderful Wigan
Written By Georgie Haynes, Activities Coordinator
Two of our bowling teams made it to the National Blind Tenpin
Bowling Association Finals held in Wigan this November. We were
thrilled to have qualified within the top 14 teams in the country with
48 competing during the group stages.
The Kursaal Flyers have been running since 2009 with a history of
success over the years. In May 2017, two teams made it through to
the Finals, coming 4th and 11th. In 2014, the first team lifted the
trophy and in 2013, the Flyers placed 3rd and 5th.
This year, both teams
were determined to do
well.
The bowlers
supported
and
encouraged each other
and after the initial
nerves started to relax
and enjoy the day. The
Essex crew were noted
for their t-shirts (pictured
right) and their upbeat,
fun attitude.
The teams were pleased with their performance at the bowling alley
and were proud of what they had achieved. Every game was played
above average.
The results were a tense affair, being announced during a
presentation dinner. The men came a respectable 8th place but the
ladies outdid themselves by coming first! Clare was the star player
and won the Salisbury shield for the best average pin score. In 9
years, no-one from our bowling teams has ever won this.
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The ladies team knew they had played well, but never expected to
win the competition.
The whole trip was a great experience for our bowlers. Anne
organises the bowling week in week out, but the teams never really
know how they are doing until they are actually at a competition with
all the other top finishing teams. The smile on the winning ladies'
faces (pictured below) says it all!
The achievement of the bowlers is
all the more remarkable with the
closure of the Kursaal Bowling Alley
earlier this year and a move to a
different venue - CJs in Hockley.
The adjustment to the lanes and
lighting as well as the additional
travel
hasn’t
knocked
their
confidence.
They have not let
these setbacks dampen their spirits
and
have
come
together
determined to succeed.
The
dedicated support of staff and
volunteers is also a factor in the
team success at the finals.
The 30 strong group of visually impaired bowlers, including one
wheelchair user, are helped at their Thursday afternoon practice and
league sessions by Southend in Sight volunteers who guide the
players up to the line and advise them on the pins left to be knocked
down. Each partially sighted bowler has a handicap and plays to
their own ability.
The bowling team is in desperate need of more volunteers to help –
no bowling experience is needed and full guiding training will be
given. If you are free to help the best bowling team in the country on
a Thursday afternoon and interested in volunteering, please call
01702 34 21 31.
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See And Be Seen
Written By Karen Carter-Blake, Training & Development Manager.
Have you ever heard the slogan "wear something white (or light) at night?
As a child in the 60`s it is something that was drummed into my sister and
I, and for good reason. The aim was to enable us to be seen clearly by
drivers, cyclists, motor cyclists and even other pedestrians and to be safe.
With the nights getting longer it is even more important to do so. Having a
sight impairment can also make it more difficult to get out and about. It also
seems that a lot of people wear dark clothing, particularly at night. How
many times have you bumped into someone because you didn’t see them?
Maybe the slogan should be “See and be seen!” So what can be done to
enable you to see and be seen? Here are a few suggestions:
Consider having a torch, or use the torch on your mobile phone, to use to
illuminate the footpath or kerb more easily, or to attract attention and to
enable you to put your key in the lock. Having spare batteries should be
high on your priority list, or at least making sure your phone is fully charged
before you go out - just in case!
Wear something white or light or even high
visibility slap straps or sash and belt. Even
carrying a light coloured bag can help to make
you more visible. There are lapel badges which
some find useful to let others know they are
partially sighted.
A white cane can assist you to detect obstacles
or identify kerbs and enable other pedestrians
to understand you have a sight impairment.
Lighting in your home is equally important particularly at this time of the
year when the lights are on for most of the day, and of course make sure
you have spare bulbs in case the inevitable happens.
With the sun being lower in the sky glare can also be an issue, particularly
after it has been raining. Anti-glare glasses are available to help (pictured
above) with glare indoors or out.
For further assistance or advice please call the Southend in Sight team on
01702 34 21 31 and we will do our very best to help you.
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Christmas Quiz
Written by Volunteer Val George. Test your knowledge on all things
Christmas. The answers can be found on page 19.
01 How many gifts in total are mentioned in the 12 Days of Christmas?
02 The song ‘White Christmas’ was first performed in which 1942 film?
03 What colour Christmas was Elvis going to have in 1957?
04 Which pantomime character married Alice Fitzwarren?
05 Which saint’s day is celebrated on Boxing Day?
06 Who had a Christmas chart topper with Mistletoe & Wine?
07 In which European city is Wenceslas Square?
08 What is the star sign for someone born on Christmas Day?
09 The names of which 2 reindeer mean thunder and lightning?
10 The 1982 animated film The Snowman featured which boy soprano
singing, ‘We’re walking in the air’?
11 Which was the only dwarf not to have a beard?
12 Which Christmas item was invented by the London confectioner
Thomas Smith in 1846?
13 In the 1946 film ‘It’s a Wonderful Life’ what was the name of the
angel?
14 What did Frosty the Snowman have for a nose?
15 Which member of the Royal Family was born on 25 December 1936?
16 In Cockney rhyming slang, what are ‘scouts’?
17 What was Joseph’s trade?
18 What plant is sometimes known as a Christmas star?
19 Which was the first country to issue a Christmas postage stamp?
20 What ‘animal’ has four legs and 2 hearts?

A monthly quiz will be available in our shop from January at a cost of
£2. Call us on 01702 34 21 31 for more details.
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A Dress Speaks
Written by Lois Maulkin, Charity Shop Manager.
I don't really know why I'm here, to be honest. I mean, doesn't she
want me anymore? Am I not good enough now? I used to be good
enough. Ok, I'll admit I'm not quite as 'à la mode' as I was last
summer. I'm the wrong shape, I suppose. Too long. Or too short. A
cut she's gone off. And she's lost my belt. But I'm all in one piece,
I'm a lovely colour, if I say so myself, so you can understand my
confusion that, rather unceremoniously, I've been stuffed into a bin
bag with all the towels that don't match the bathroom now it's been
painted, an armful of children's tee shirts, a sheet with a hole in, 17
odd socks and a toast rack, and brought along to the charity shop.
We've all been tipped out onto a sorting table. It's quite alarming.
The toast rack, which has admittedly been involved in a fight with the
oven door, is put straight into a box marked 'scrap metal'. The sheet
has been unfolded and held up. The hole's been seen, and the
sheet's been bundled into another plastic sack, a clear one. The
socks and those tee shirts that have been worn to death go into
another bag. There's a sign on the wall about what items the rag
company will take. Oh my goodness. They take dresses. It seems
the only things going into the rag bags are
those things that aren't quite perfect, the
things no-one would want to buy. I should
be ok. I'm fine, aren't I? And then I
remember my belt's gone. MY BELT'S
GONE. I'm grabbed and held up, belt
loops flapping emptily. I've got no obvious
stains at first glance, so my dignity is still
intact. Thank goodness she acted as
quickly as she did the time that hot meat
pie fell in her lap. Tears and gravy make a
terrible mess on green satin. My collar is
checked for grime. I'm actually rather
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offended. Collar grime. Me! I'll
have you know I was washed after
every wear. Well, almost. I was a
favourite dress, last year. It was a
lovely year, last year. I was out
and about all the time, two
weddings,
a
dinner-dance,
galleries and concerts, a punt on
the river, picnics in the woods. But
then, well, I don't know what
happened, I must have done
something to upset her.
Oh no! I'm having my under-arms examined! The humiliation of it.
Please don't let there be deodorant marks, or worse, sweat stains.
I'd never get over it. It'd be the rag bag for me and no mistake and I
have to say I'd probably deserve it. But no, it seems I've passed
muster. I'm having my hem examined, my buttons looked at (none
missing – as I said, I was a favourite dress and any that fell off were
sewn straight back on) and my seams glanced at. My pockets are
emptied – out comes a lipsticky tissue, a bus ticket and two
paracetamol. And then a finger is slipped into each of my empty belt
loops. For a moment there's a pause and I begin to think my fate is
sealed. Who would want me with my belt gone? A pair of scissors is
heading towards me. I hold my breath. Am I to be cut to shreds?
No, it's my belt loops that are being snipped off. So no one can tell I
once had a belt. No one will know there's any part of me missing.
I'm hung on a hanger with the correct size cube on, and given a good
going over with the steamer. It's hot but very relaxing, and all my
wrinkles smooth away. I look and feel months younger. And then
I'm priced and hung up in the shop, on a rail, between a yellow
smock from Top Shop and a frilly, backless number from Plumo.
Who will be the next to wear me? Whoever you are, hurry up and
find me. If you've not bought me within two weeks I'm destined for
the rag bag anyway, to make room for another dress. With or
without belt loops.
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Elkington House Care Home
9 Imperial Avenue, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex, SS0 8NE
Seasons Greetings from
Elkington House. We are all
looking forward to Christmas
and it won’t be long until our
famous Christmas tree goes up
in the dining room for residents
and visitors to enjoy! Our new
cook Netty has been enticing the
residents’ taste buds with her
wonderful new menu and has
already filled the corridors with
the aroma of spices from the oven
as she prepared the Christmas pudding. For anyone interested in moving
into the home (for themselves or for relatives) our Home Manager Sarah is
always happy to show visitors around the house, facilities and garden.
Telephone 01702 348200 for an appointment.

Ask us about Respite Care or short term options
for you or a relative
Summer Garden Party
Unfortunately our annual garden party scheduled for August had to be
cancelled due to the high winds! Very sad as the lawn had been tended to
perfection by our gardener/maintenance man Lou. A ‘pop up garden party’
was held instead at Hamlet Court Road, where donations were gratefully
received.
The home was awarded a quality rating of GOOD when inspected by
the Care Quality Commission(CQC) on 31 August 2018.
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We can assure everyone who comes to live in
our home that they will be treated with respect
and dignity according to their individual needs
and wishes, because we value diversity,
equality and inclusion. We do not discriminate
against anyone who thinks about coming to
live here, irrespective of ethnic or cultural
backgrounds, religion or sexuality.
Long Service for Members of Staff.
Here at Elkington House Care Home we have always been proud of our
staff retention and long service. This enables us to give focused caring
support to our residents and to create
a friendly, can-do team. 2019 saw a
bumper amount of certificate
presentations to our wonderful staff,
including carers, cooks and activity
organisers. Their service ranges up
to 25 years + with us!
Leisure activities provided.
We have an activities co-ordinator to
organise stimulating and wide-ranging
shared activities and to help residents to
follow their individual interests and
hobbies.

Newspapers can be ordered and
delivered daily to a resident’s room.
We have a pleasant garden, patios and sitting areas.
Contact us by telephone: 01702 348200
Email: sarah@elkingtonhouse.org.uk
Visit our website: www.elkingtonhouse.org.uk
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Diary Dates
COFFEE MORNING
Wednesday 12th
February 2020
10am to 12 noon at the
Southend in Sight Centre on
Hamlet Court Road.
Please call
to book your place.

YOUNG AT
HEART CLUB
Held 1st and 3rd Friday
each month.
At St. Peter’s Church,
Westcliff.
Limited places.
Please call for information.

PUB SOCIAL
MEET-UP
Saturday 29th February
2020
from 2pm at
The Slug and Lettuce
6-8 Southchurch Road,
Southend.
Feel free to bring a friend!

MACULAR
SUPPORT
GROUP
Held 1st Wednesday
each month.
At Ecko
Sports and Social Club.

For further details on any of our events or
regular groups, please contact Southend in Sight
on (01702)
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342131.

Quiz Answers
Reular
Gros
We hope you had fun – here are the answers!
01

364

02

Holiday Inn

03

Blue

04

Dick Whittington

05

St. Stephen

06

Cliff Richard

07

Prague

08

Capricorn

09

Donner & Blitzen

10
11

Aled Jones
Dopey

12

Christmas Cracker

13

Clarence

14

A Button

15

Princess Alexandra

16
17
18
19
20

Brussels Sprouts
Carpenter
Poinsettia
Canada
Pantomime Horse

If you like quizzes, we will have a monthly one available from
January. Please call us on 01702 342131 for more details.
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Southend in Sight is the
Community Services Division of
Southend Blind Welfare Organisation.
Registered Charity No. 1069765
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